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Paolo Conte was a great artist. Unpretentious and unassuming, I guess the nickname Il Divo delle parole suits him quite
well. I would be remiss if I didn't mention, in the course of his career, he had a style all his own, featuring a single set of

chords that stayed constant through several albums. That´s not to say that his interpretations were in anyway
predictable, they were never predictable, that´s what makes them so special and timeless. The style and approach of

Paolo Conte changed over time, and the melodies and harmonies evolved to match the times and people he was trying
to reach. He is a major master for classical composers across genres, but especially for rock musicians (and those who

love rock), as his style was and remains one of the most authentic influences for the post-1960s genre. He also released
two CDs of piano music only. One of those was a double album, titled Aguaplano. Paolo Conte's song, "Sogni"

("Dreams"), can be considered as a representative of the composer. His style gave expression to his spirit and the
emotion that was often bottled up, leading to a common search for answers, and a general questioning of life, and its

meaning. the acute administration of t3 to the hypothyroid rat causes a rapid and marked decrease in the level of serum
tsh ( 58, 104 ) ( fig. 7 ). this decrease occurs prior to the decrease in pituitary alpha and beta-tsh mrnas ( 104, 61, 105 ).
during the period that circulating tsh is falling, pituitary tsh content remains unchanged or increases slightly ( 106 ). the

suppression of tsh release is rapid, beginning within 15 minutes of intravenous t3 injection, but is preceded by the
appearance of t3 in pituitary nuclei ( 106 ). in the experimental setting in the rat, as the bolus of injected t3 is cleared

and the plasma t3 level falls, nuclear t3 decreases followed shortly by a rapid increase in plasma tsh. both the
chronological and quantitative relationships between receptor bound t3 and tsh release are preserved over this time (

106 ).
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